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It’s time to put God’s Word into action! These suggestions are ways to do just that—but feel free to set them 
aside and do activities your family suggests. Your kids are creative, and they might be more excited about doing 
something they suggested than doing something you’ve found online.

•  Cut apart the prompts provided and put them into a fun container. Then, each day, pull out a prompt 
and do it together as a family. Or ask family members to each do the prompt on their own and report 
back how it went.

•  Use the questions as prompts for journaling during personal or family quiet time. How about taking a 
hike and letting everyone rest with pencil and paper?

• Have everyone pick one keyword action to do sometime during the week.

There’s no pressure to do every prompt we and your family suggest. Choose however many work for your 
family and have fun!

GOOD
• When you do GOOD, you’re doing something that’s right and you’re doing it really well—going beyond 

what’s normal or average. Tell about a time you did something GOOD.

• What’s something you’re GOOD at? How can that skill or gift PRAISE God?

• If you had the power to do one amazingly GOOD thing for another person, what would you do?

• As a family, decide on one GOOD thing you can do together. Then ... do it!



DEEDS
• What makes one DEED GOOD and another bad? What standard sets them apart? Hint: Remember how 

Johnny defined GOOD. (It’s okay to watch the video again to find out!)

• Do you think people tend to pay more attention to GOOD DEEDS or bad DEEDS? Why?

• Do you think DEEDS or words SHINE God’s love most brightly? Why?

• What’s a DEED you could do this week that will change someone’s life in a GOOD way?

SHINE
• Name three things that SHINE so brightly that you can’t look directly at them without hurting your 

eyes. How could a GOOD DEED SHINE that brightly?

• In what ways does your family SHINE for God? Why does it matter that you SHINE for Him?

• When you SHINE God’s love, you’re reflecting God’s GOODNESS. What’s 1 way God is GOOD that you’d 
like to SHINE to your friends?

• Remove the shade from a light fixture in your home for this week. When you turn that fixture on, it will 
really SHINE! Let it remind you that your GOOD DEEDS can SHINE bright to bring PRAISE to God!

SEE
• What’s something you understand about God that you didn’t used to understand? Who or what helped 

you SEE God more clearly?

• What’s a prayer you’ve prayed that you’d like to SEE God answer?

• When people SEE you in a crowd, what do you think they SEE? What would you like them to SEE?

• How well does your family SEE physically? Try reading the back of a cereal box from different distances 
to find out. How well do you think you SEE spiritually?

PRAISE
• What’s your favorite way to PRAISE God?

• If someone thanks you for doing a GOOD DEED, what can you do or say that will help turn the thanks 
into PRAISE for God?

• Quick: List 10 PRAISE-worthy things about God!

• What’s a way to PRAISE God that your family has never tried? Give it a go!


